
INTERNATIONAL 

INVERSE LOGISTICS

NEW TERMS AND CONDITIONS EFFECTIVE ON August 5th, 

2021

In 2020 LINIO’s local warehouses stored 30k+ international products among

returns and fail deliveries from our Clients, from which less than 5% were

effectively returned to our Sellers. Since January, the teams at LINIO have been

working to improve our Inverse Logistics Processes and standardize them in our

operations in Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru.

LINIO is making the following adjustments in our International Operations Terms

and Conditions to meet the processes:

Disposal Service
Recycle

Destroy

Re- sell*

Donate

LINIO will keep the products in exchange for 

the payment of a disposal fee authorizing 

LINIO, among other options, to:

Shipping back to Origin
The Seller must always

bear all the international

or domestic shipping costs

For those products whose price exceeds the above-mentioned value, Linio will

check the returned products and classify them based on damage level and

accepting only those that comply with local regulations and Linio’s warranty

assurance. Sellers must choose one of the return methods listed below up-front:

*If LINIO determines that the product can be batch sold will purchase the item back to the seller in
exchange of the payment of the disposal fee.

For Sellers that already have products in LINIO´s warehouses they must acknowledge

that if they do not collect their products within the next 5 labor days from the Effective

Date of enrolment of the Terms and Conditions, they will authorize LINIO on their

behalf without being charged the disposal fee.

LINIO has enabled the following link to serve as communication between our Sellers

and operational teams. Here you will be able to select your preferred option by

country, provide inverse logistics addresses, and be informed about our current

disposal fee, reference international and domestic shipping prices, and any updates

related to the returnless refund thresholds.

Returnless Refund 
unifying criteria  around USD 13 

adjusted to local currencies

meaning a full refund without 

requesting the client to return 

the product. LINIO will assume 

this cost!



Domestic Shipping
Seller will be able to provide

different addresses per country

and use LINIO carriers or their own.

https://www.jotform.com/210534614437047

